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Abstract
We classify completely the intersections of the Hermitian curve with parabolas in
the affine plane. To obtain our results we employ well-known algebraic methods for
finite fields and geometric properties of the curve automorphisms. In particular, we
provide explicit counting formulas that have also applications to some Hermitian
codes.
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1 Introduction
Let q be a power of a prime. The Hermitian curve H is the plane curve
defined over Fq2 by the affine equation x
q+1 = yq + y, where x, y ∈ Fq2 .
This is the best-known example of maximal curve and there is a vast
literature on its properties, see [HKT08] for a recent survey.
Although a lot of research has been devoted to geometric properties of H,
we present in this paper a classification result, providing for any q the number
of possible intersection points between any parabola and H. With parabola
we mean a curve y = ax2 + bx+ c, where x, y ∈ Fq2 and a, b, c are given with
a 6= 0 and a, b, c ∈ Fq2 . Moreover, we can characterize precisely the parabo-
las obtaining a given number of intersection points and we can count them.
More precisely, given two curves X and Y lying in the affine plane A2(Fq)
it is interesting to know the number of (affine plane) points that lie in both
curves, disregarding multiplicity. We call this number their planar intersection.
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Our main result is the following
Theorem A (Theorem 3.1 short version). The only possible planar intersec-
tions of H and a parabola are:
✧ for q odd {0, 1, q − 1, q, q + 1, 2q − 1, 2q},
✧ for q even {1, q − 1, q + 1, 2q − 1}.
For any possible planar intersection we have computed explicitly the exact
number of parabolas sharing that value.
The paper is organized as follows:
• In Section 2 we introduce the definitions of norm and trace functions and
some lemmas that we need to prove our main theorem (Theorem 3.1).
Finally, we sketch our proving argument, that is, the use of the automor-
phism group for H.
• In Section 3 we state and prove Theorem 3.1. The proof is divided in two
main parts: in Subsection 3.1 we deal with the odd-characteristics case
and in Subsection 3.2 we deal with the even-characteristics case.
• In Section 4 we show the relation between our results and a family of
Hermitian codes.
• In Section 5 we draw some conclusions and propose some open problems.
2 Preliminary results
Let Fq be the finite field with q elements, where q is a power of a prime
and let Fq2 be the finite field with q
2 elements. We call α a primitive element
of Fq2 , and we consider β = α
q+1 as a primitive element of Fq.
The Hermitian curve H is the plane curve defined over Fq2 by the affine
equation xq+1 = yq + y, where x, y ∈ Fq2 . We recall that this curve has genus
g = q(q−1)
2
and has n = q3 Fq2-rational affine points and one point at infinity
P∞, so it has q3 + 1 rational points over Fq2 [RS94].
We consider the norm and the trace, the two functions defined as follows.
Definition 2.1. The norm N
Fqm
Fq
and the trace Tr
Fqm
Fq
are two functions from
Fqm to Fq such that
N
Fqm
Fq
(x) = x1+q+···+q
m−1
and Tr
Fqm
Fq
(x) = x+ xq + · · ·+ xqm−1 .
We denote with N and Tr, respectively, the norm and the trace from Fq2
to Fq. It is clear that H = {N(x) = Tr(y) | x, y ∈ Fq2}.
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Using these functions, we define the map Fa : Fq2 → Fq such that
Fa(x) = N(x)− Tr(ax2). (1)
We can note that the following property holds for the function Fa:
Lemma 2.2. If ω ∈ Fq, then Fa(ωx) = ω2Fa(x).
Proof. Since ω ∈ Fq, we have Fa(ωx) = N(ωx) − Tr(a(ωx)2) = ωq+1xq+1 −
aqω2qx2q − aω2x2 = ω2(xq+1 − aqx2q − ax2) = ω2Fa(x).
2.1 Elementary results
Lemma 2.3. Let t ∈ F∗q2, then there is a solution of xq−1 = t if and only if
N(t) = 1. In this case, xq−1 = t has exactly (q − 1) distinct solutions in Fq2.
Proof. This lemma is the Hilbert’s Theorem 90 (see Theorem 6.1 of [Lan02]).
Remark 2.4. We note that 4N(a) = N(2a) for any a ∈ Fq2 .
Lemma 2.5. If q is odd and 4N(a) = 1 then a is a square in Fq2.
Proof. Let a = αk, so 4N(a) = 1 implies that 4αk(q+1) = 1 i.e. 4βk = 1.
Since 4 is a square in Fq, we have 4 = β
2t, that is, β2t+k = 1 and so 2t+ k ≡ 0
mod q − 1. Hence that k is even and a is a square.
Lemma 2.6. Let f : Fq2 → Fq2 such that f(x) = 2ax−xq. Then the equation
f(x) = k has q distinct solutions if k ∈ Im(f), otherwise it has 0 solutions.
Proof. Since f is Fq-linear, our claim follows from standard results in linear
algebra.
Lemma 2.7. Let y = ax2 + bx+ c¯ and y = ax2 + bx + c be two parabolas. If
Tr(c¯) = Tr(c), then the planar intersections between the Hermitian curve H
and the parabolas are the same.
Proof. From a set {y = ax2+bx+c¯}∩H and another set {y = ax2+bx+c}∩H
we obtain by direct substitution respectively xq+1 = aqx2q + ax2+ bqxq + bx+
Tr(c¯) and xq+1 = aqx2q + ax2 + bqxq + bx + Tr(c). If Tr(c¯) = Tr(c), the two
equations are identical.
Finally, we recall the definition of quadratic character of Fq.
Let q be odd, then
η(a) =


1 if a ≡ k2 mod q
−1 if a 6≡ k2 mod q
0 if a ≡ 0 mod q.
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Theorem 2.8. Let f(x) = ax2 + bx+ c ∈ Fq[x] with q odd and a 6= 0.
Let d = b2 − 4ac, then
∑
γ∈Fq
η(f(γ)) =

 −η(a) if d 6= 0(q − 1)η(a) if d = 0.
Proof. See Theorem 5.48 of [LN97]
2.2 Automorphisms of Hermitian curve
We consider an automorphism group Aut(H/Fq2) of the Hermitian curve
over Fq2. Aut(H/Fq2) contains a subgroup Γ, such that any σ ∈ Γ has the
following form, as in [Xin95] and in Section 8.2 of [Sti93]:
σ

 x
y

 =

 ǫx+ γ
ǫq+1y + ǫγqx+ δ


with (γ, δ) ∈ H, ǫ ∈ F∗q2 . Note that Γ is also a subset of the group of affine
transformations preserving the set of Fq2-rational affine points of H.
If we choose ǫ = 1 we obtain the following automorphisms
x 7−→ x+ γy 7−→ y + γqx+ δ with (γ, δ) ∈ H, (2)
that form a subgroup Λ with q3 elements, see Section II of [Sti88].
The reason why we are interested in the curve automorphisms is the following.
If we apply any σ to any curve X in the affine plane, then the planar intersec-
tions between σ(X ) andH will be the same as the planar intersections between
X and H. We recall that the number of planar intersection between two curves
X and Y lying in the affine plane A2(Fq) is the number of (affine plane) points
that lie in both curves, disregarding multiplicity. So, if we find out the num-
ber of intersections between X and H, we will automatically have the number
of intersection between σ(X ) and H for all σ ∈ Γ. This is convenient be-
cause we can isolate special classes of parabolas that act as representatives in
the orbit {σ(X )}σ∈Γ. These special types of parabolas may be easier to handle.
Note that if we apply (2) to y = ax2, we obtain
y = ax2 + x(2aγ − γq) + aγ2 − δ, (3)
while if we apply (2) to y = ax2 + c we obtain
y = ax2 + x(2aγ − γq) + aγ2 − δ + c. (4)
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In the general case, if we have y = ax2 + bx+ c and apply the automorphism
(2) we obtain
y = ax2 + (2aγ − γq + b)x+ aγ2 + bγ − δ + c. (5)
To prove Theorem 3.1, we have to study two distinct cases depending on
the field characteristic. Subsection 3.1 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.1
when the characteristic is odd, while Subsection 3.2 is devoted to the proof of
Theorem 3.1 when the characteristic is even.
3 Intersection between Hermitian curve H and parabolas
We recall the definition of the Hermitian curve H on Fq2 , i.e.
xq+1 = yq + y, where x, y ∈ Fq2 .
The number of planar intersection between two curves X and Y lying in the
affine plane A2(Fq) may have applications for the codes constructed from X
and Y . Regarding H, it is interesting for coding theory applications [Cou11],
[BR12a,BR12b,FM11] to consider an arbitrary parabola y = ax2+ bx+ c over
Fq2 and to compute their planar intersection. Moreover, it is essential to know
precisely the number of parabolas having a given planar intersection with H.
Although nice partial results have been recently obtained in [DD10,DDK09]
(where a much more general situation is treated), we present here for the first
time a complete classification in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. For q odd, the only possible planar intersections of H and a
parabola are {0, 1, q−1, q, q+1, 2q−1, 2q}. For any possible planar intersection
we provide in the next tables the exact number of parabolas sharing that value.
#H∩ parabola 0 1 q − 1
# parabolas q2(q + 1) (q−1)2 q
2(q + 1) q(q−3)2 q
2(q + 1) q(q−1)
2
2
#H∩ parabola q q + 1
# parabolas q2(q + 1)(q2 − q + 1) q2(q + 1) q(q−1)(q−3)2
#H∩ parabola 2q − 1 2q
# parabolas q2(q + 1) q(q−1)2 q
2(q + 1) (q−1)2
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For q even, the only possible planar intersections of H and a parabola are
{1, q− 1, q+1, 2q− 1}. For any possible planar intersection we provide in the
next tables the exact number of parabolas sharing that value.
#H∩ parabola 1 q − 1
# parabolas q3(q + 1)( q2 − 1) q3(q + 1)(q − 1) q2
#H∩ parabola q + 1 2q − 1
# parabolas q3(q + 1)(q − 1)( q2 − 1) q3(q + 1) q2
3.1 Odd characteristics
In this subsection, q is always odd.
We provide now the sketch of the proof. Let a, b, c ∈ Fq2 and a 6= 0. We
organize the proof in two main parts: in the first we analyze the intersection
between H and parabola of type y = ax2 + c (Subsection 3.1.1) and in the
second one we compute the number of intersection between H and the more
general case y = ax2 + bx + c (Subsection 3.1.2) for nearly all cases. The last
cases are dealt with a simple counting argument. For each of these subsections
the proof is organized in several steps that are summarized in the following
scheme.
1) H ∩ {y = ax2 + c}.
By intersecting H with {y = ax2+ c} we are led to consider the equation
Fa(x) = −Tr(c), where Fa(x) is as in (1), that is,
Fa(x) = a
qx2
(
xq−1 − 1+
√
∆
2aq
)(
xq−1 − 1−
√
∆
2aq
)
with
∆ = 1− 4N(a).
We call A := H ∩ {y = ax2 + c} with a, c fixed. We are interested in
the x position of points in A (that we call “solutions of A”). That is,
the number of the x’s that verify the equation Fa(x) = −Tr(c), with a, c
fixed.
We consider two subcases:
∗ Tr(c) = 0. If
- ∆ = 0 =⇒ A has q solutions.
- ∆ = 1 =⇒ A has no solution.
- ∆ = z2 ∈ Fq\{0, 1} =⇒

 z ∈ Fq =⇒ A has 1 solution.z 6∈ Fq =⇒ A has 2q − 1 solutions.
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Now we apply the automorphism (2) to the parabola y = ax2 + c
and we obtain y = ax2+ b′x+ c′, for some b′, c′ ∈ Fq2. We prove that
when ∆ 6= 0, we have exactly q3 distinct parabolas that share with
y = ax2 the planar intersection.
∗ Tr(c) 6= 0. If
- ∆ = 0 =⇒

A has 0 solution.A has 2q solutions. Both cases depend on a.
- ∆ = z2 ∈ Fq\{0, 1} =⇒

 z ∈ Fq =⇒ A has q + 1 solutions.z 6∈ Fq =⇒ A has q − 1 solutions.
2) H ∩ {y = ax2 + bx + c}.
We apply the automorphism (2) to the parabola y = ax2+ bx+ c and we
obtain y = ax2+ b′x+ c′, for some b′, c′ ∈ Fq2. We consider two subcases:
∗ b′ 6= 0. If 4N(a) = 1, that is, ∆ = 0 we can write any such parabola
as y = a(x+ v)2, where v ∈ Fq2 such that vq+2av 6= 0. So we have q
points of intersection between H and y = a(x+ v)2, with a, v fixed.
∗ b′ = 0. Therefore, we apparent fall in the case 1). However, we ac-
tually dealing with different conditions of type Tr(c) = 0,Tr(c) 6= 0,
∆ = 0 and ∆ 6= 0.
So we apply the automorphism (2) to the parabola y = ax2 + c′ and
we obtain y = ax2+ bx+ c¯, for some c¯ ∈ Fq2. We want to understand
how many different parabolas we can obtain when Tr(c¯) 6= 0. We
divide two cases:
- ∆ = 0 =⇒ q2(q + 1) possible parabolas (fixing a).
- ∆ = z2 ∈ Fq\{0, 1} =⇒ q3(q−1) possible parabolas (fixing a).
3) Finally, we obtain the number of parabolas that have q intersections with
the Hermitian curve by a simple counting argument.
3.1.1 Intersection between H and y = ax2 + c
Intersecting a parabola of the form y = ax2+ c with the Hermitian curve,
we obtain xq+1 = aqx2q + ax2 + Tr(c) which is equivalent to
N(x)− Tr(ax2) = Fa(x) = Tr(c). (6)
We have to study the number of solutions of (6). From this equation we get
aqx2q − xq+1 + ax2 = −Tr(c), that is,
x2(aqx2q−2 − xq−1 + a) = −Tr(c). (7)
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Now we set xq−1 = t and we factorize the polynomial aqt2 − t + a in Fq2[t],
obtaining
t1,2 =
1±√1− 4N(a)
2aq
=
1±√∆
2aq
where ∆ = 1− 4N(a). So equation (7) becomes
aqx2
(
xq−1 − 1 +
√
∆
2aq
)(
xq−1 − 1−
√
∆
2aq
)
= −Tr(c). (8)
Since ∆ ∈ Fq, there exists z ∈ Fq2 such that ∆ = z2, and so equation (8) is in
Fq2 [x].
Note that
∆ = 0 ⇐⇒ N(2a) = 1.
So, in this special case, (8) becomes aqx2(xq−1 − 2a)2 = −Tr(c). We have
proved the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. By intersecting a parabola y = ax2 + c, where N(2a) = 1, and
the Hermitian curve, we obtain the following equation
aqx2(xq−1 − 2a)2 = −Tr(c).
Recall that α is a primitive element of Fq2 and β = α
q+1 is a primitive element
of Fq.
Lemma 3.3. Let x = αjβi, with j = 0, . . . , q and i = 0, . . . , q − 2. Then
✧ If 4N(a) 6= 1, then the non-zero values Fa(αjβi) are all the elements of F∗q.
✧ If 4N(a) = 1, then the non-zero values Fa(αjβi) are half of the elements
of F∗q.
Proof. We recall that Fa(x) = x
q+1 − aqx2q − ax2. We fix an index j such
that Fa(α
j) 6= 0. The set of the values
{Fa(αjβi)}0≤i≤q−2 = {β2iFa(αj)}0≤i≤q−2
contains half of the elements of F∗q, since q is odd (and
q−1
2
is an integer) and so
β2(
q−1
2
) = αq
2−1 = 1. In particular, if Fa(αj) is a square then {β2iFa(αj)}0≤i≤q−2
are all squares of F∗q (and vice-versa if it is a non-square).
Suppose that Fa(1) = 1 − aq − a is a square and let x¯ = y + γ ∈ Fq2 , where
y ∈ Fq, γ 6= 0 and Tr(γ) = 0. Then
Fa(x¯) = −aq(y − γ)2 + (y − γ)(y + γ)− a(y + γ)2
= y2(1− aq − a) + 2γy(aq − a)− γ2(aq + a+ 1) := fγ(y).
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Since fγ(y) ∈ Fq[y], we can apply Theorem 2.8, where d = 4γ2(1 − 4N(a)) =
4γ2∆.
✧ If ∆ 6= 0 we have ∑ǫ∈Fq η(fγ(ǫ)) = −η(1 − aq − a) = −1, that is, there
exists at least a y1 ∈ Fq such that fγ(y1) is not a square. Let x¯1 = y1+γ ∈
Fq2, then Fa(x¯1β
i) and Fa(1β
i), varying i = 0, . . . , q− 2, are all elements
of F∗q (that are all non-squares and all squares respectively).
✧ If ∆ = 0, by Lemma 3.2, Fa(x) becomes −aqx2(xq−1−2a)2, so β2iFa(αj) =
−aqβ2i(αjq−2aαj)2 and they are half of the elements of F∗q. In particular
if −aq is a square we obtain all squares of F∗q, vice-versa, if η(−aq) = −1,
we have all non-squares of F∗q.
Now we study the number of solutions of equation (6), analyzing two cases:
when Tr(c) = 0 and when Tr(c) 6= 0.
∗ Case Tr(c) = 0. By Lemma 2.7, it is enough to study the case c = 0,
which is the intersection between H and y = ax2. By (8) we have
aqx2
(
xq−1 − 1 +
√
∆
2aq
)(
xq−1 − 1−
√
∆
2aq
)
= 0.
We must differentiate our argument depending on ∆. Recall that ∆ ∈ Fq.
- ∆ = 0. By Lemma 3.2, (8) becomes
aqx2(xq−1 − 2a)2 = 0.
So we have always one solution x = 0 and the solutions of xq−1 = 2a.
Since N(2a) = 1, by Lemma 2.3, the number of solutions of xq−1 = 2a
are q − 1. Therefore, in this case, we have q points of intersections
between the parabola and the Hermitian curve H.
By condition on a, i.e. N(2a) = 1, we have (q + 1) distinct a’s.
- ∆ = 1. That is, N(2a) = 0 ⇐⇒ a = 0, which is impossible.
- ∆ ∈ Fq\{0, 1}. We note that any element in Fq can always be written
as z2 with z ∈ Fq2. So let ∆ = z2. In order to study the solutions of
(8), we can consider the solutions of the following equations
xq−1 =
1± z
2aq
. (9)
By Lemma 2.3 we know that xq−1 = 1+z
2aq
has solutions if and only if
N
(
1+z
2aq
)
= 1. Note that
N
(
1 + z
2aq
)
= 1 ⇐⇒ (1 + z)
q+1
1− z2 = 1 ⇐⇒ 1−z = (1+z)
q ⇐⇒ −z = zq
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We obtain the same result for xq−1 = 1−z
2aq
.
If (9) has a solution x and z ∈ Fq, then z simultaneously satisfies
zq = z and zq = −z. Since q is odd, this is possible only when z = 0,
which implies ∆ = 0, which is not admissible.
Returning to count the intersection points, thanks to the previous
discussion of the solution of (9), we have to consider two distinct
cases:
✧ z = zq, that is, z ∈ Fq. Since z 6= 0, 1, there are q−12 − 1 = q−32
possible values of z2, and so we have (q + 1) q−3
2
values of a. In
this case, the parabola y = ax2 + c intersects H in only one
point (with x = 0).
✧ z = −zq . The equation −z = zq has only one solution in Fq,
so the other q − 1 solutions are in Fq2\Fq. For such z, we have
2(q − 1) + 1 = 2q − 1 points of intersection. That is, q − 1
solutions from equation xq−1 = 1−z
2aq
, q−1 solutions from equation
xq−1 = 1+z
2aq
and one point from x = 0.
It is simple to verify that the number of z2 such that z ∈ Fq2\Fq
is q−1
2
. So we have (q + 1) q−1
2
values of a for which we have
exactly 2q−1 points of intersection between y = ax2+ c and H.
Now we apply the automorphism (2) and we want to compute how
many different parabolas we can obtain. Applying (2) to y = ax2 we
obtain (3):
y = ax2 + x(2aγ − γq) + aγ2 − δ.
For the moment, we restrict our counting argument to the case ∆ 6= 0.
We note that if ∆ 6= 0, we have a maximal orbit, that is, all possible
parabolas are distinct (there are q3 because Γ has q3 elements). In other
words, we claim that it is impossible that we obtain two equal parabolas
with (γ, δ) 6= (γ¯, δ¯). To prove that, we have to solve the following system:


2aγ¯ − γ¯q = 2aγ − γq
aγ¯2 − δ¯ = aγ2 − δ
γq+1 = δq + δ
γ¯q+1 = δ¯q + δ¯
1− 4aq+1 6= 0.
However, 2aγ¯ − γ¯q = 2aγ − γq ⇐⇒ 2a(γ¯ − γ) = γ¯q − γq = (γ¯ − γ)q.
Raising the equation to the power of q+1, we obtain (2a)q+1(γ¯−γ)q+1 =
(γ¯ − γ)q2+q, that is, 4aq+1(γ¯ − γ)q(γ¯ − γ) = (γ¯ − γ)(γ¯ − γ)q, which is
equivalent to 4aq+1 = 1. This is impossible, since ∆ 6= 0.
Hence, when ∆ 6= 0, we have exactly q3 distinct parabolas that have the
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same planar intersections with H as y = ax2 has.
∗ Case y = ax2 + c, with Tr(c) 6= 0. As in previous case, we have to
differentiate depending on ∆.
- If ∆ = z2 and z ∈ Fq, we know that Fa(x) vanishes only if x = 0. If
x 6= 0, then by Lemma 3.3, Fa(βiαj) = β2iFa(αj) = t assumes every
value of F∗q. But x = β
iαj assumes q2 − 1 distinct values, varying i
and j. So every t is obtained q + 1 times (Fa(x) is a polynomial of
degree q + 1). Hence, the equation Fa(x) = Tr(c) has exactly q + 1
solutions.
- If ∆ = z2 and z ∈ Fq2\Fq, we know that Fa(x) = 0 has 2q − 1
solutions. So there are exactly two distinct values of j such that
Fa(α
j) = 0, one for each equation xq−1 = 1±z
2aq
(to find the q − 1
solutions, we vary i). So every value in F∗q is obtained q − 1 times.
Hence, the equation Fa(x) = Tr(c) has exactly q − 1 solutions.
- If ∆ = 0 we have 4aq+1 = 1.
So (1) can be written as aqx2(xq−1 − 2a)2 = −Tr(c), that is,
x2(xq−1 − 2a)2 = −4aTr(c) = −4aβr (10)
for some fixed r with 1 ≤ r ≤ q − 1.
Note that (10) can be written as f(x)2 = −4aTr(c), where f is as in
Lemma 2.6, that is, f(x) = xq − 2ax.
We note that −4aβr is always a square in Fq2. In fact −4βr is a
square because it lies in Fq, and also a is a square by Lemma 2.5. Let
us write −4aβr = α2h, so (10) becomes x(xq−1 − 2a) = ±αh where
0 ≤ h ≤ q2−1
2
.
We consider the “positive” case:
f(x) = xq − 2ax = αh. (11)
It is simple to prove that if x is a solution of equation (11), then −x
is a solution of the equation xq − 2ax = −αh. So by Lemma 2.6 the
equation Fa(x) = Tr(c) has 0 solutions if α
h is not in Im(f) or 2q
solution if αh is in Im(f).
3.1.2 Intersection between H and y = ax2 + bx+ c
We consider a parabola y = ax2+ bx+ c, apply the automorphism (2) and
we obtain (5).
Note that, for any k ∈ Fq2 ,
2aγ − γq + b = k =⇒ 2abq + b = 2akq + k, (12)
because bq = (k − 2aγ + γq)q = kq − 1
2a
γq + γ = kq + 1
2a
(−γq + 2aγ) =
kq + 1
2a
(k − b).
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A consequence is that 2aγ − γq + b = 0 =⇒ 2abq + b = 0.
We consider two distinct cases 2aγ − γq + b = 0 and 2aγ − γq + b 6= 0.
2aγ − γq + b 6= 0.
Theorem 3.4. Let y = ax2 + bx + c be a parabola with 2abq + b 6= 0 and
N(2a) = 1. Then there exists γ such that for any δ, applying the automor-
phism (2), we obtain y = ax2 + (2aγ − γq + b)x + aγ2 + bγ − δ + c, with
2aγ − γq + b 6= 0. We can write any such parabola as y = (ux + uv)2 where
a = u2 and vq + 2av 6= 0.
Proof. Because of (12) with k 6= 0 we have that, since 2abq + b 6= 0, there
exists γ such that 2aγ − γq + b 6= 0.
Let k ∈ Fq2\{0} such that 2aγ−γq+ b = k 6= 0. By Lemma 2.6, if there exists
at least one solution of 2aγ − γq = k − b, then there exist q solutions. So we
have at least q different γ’s that verify the previous equation.
To prove that any parabola as in (5) can be written y = (ux+uv)2 with a = u2
and vq + 2av 6= 0, we claim that it is sufficient to prove that the solutions of
the following system contain all c’s.

2aγ − γq + b = 2av 6= 0
aγ2 + bγ − δ + c = av2 6= 0
γq+1 = δq + δ
1− 4aq+1 = 0
(13)
In fact, system (13) is obtain as follows. We have the first two equations com-
paring y = (ux+ uv)2 and y = ax2+ (2aγ − γq + b)x+ aγ2+ bγ − δ+ c. Note
that by Lemma 2.5, a = u2 is a square so y = (ux + uv)2 = a(x + v)2. The
third equation denote that the point (γ, δ) ∈ H and finally, the last equation
is a necessary condition to verify this theorem, that is, N(2a) = 1.
We are ready to show the desired property of (13)’s solutions. Using (12),
we first observe that the first equation of (13) implies that vq + 2av 6= 0.
Indeed if we consider (12) with k = 2av, we have 0 6= 2abq + b = 2akq + k =
2a(2av)q + 2av = vq + 2av.
Now, we prove that (13) has q2 different c’s in its solutions, that is, all possible
c’s. From the automorphism point of view, it is enough to prove that the point
(γ, δ) of H are in bijection with the c’s contained in solutions of (13). Which
means that two distinct automorphisms (of the considered type) sends the
curve in two distinct curves.
Multiplying the first equation by γ we substitute 2aγ2 in the second equation
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multiplied by 2 and, using the curve equation γq+1 = δq + δ, we obtain
2c = 2av2 + δ − δq − γ(2av + b). (14)
Suppose by contradiction that there exist two points (γ1, δ1), (γ2, δ2) ∈ H such
that (γ1, δ1) 6= (γ2, δ2) but c1 = c2, where ci are as in (14). Since c1 = c2, we
would obtain
γ1(2av + b)− δ1 + δq1 = γ2(2av + b)− δ2 + δq2. (15)
On the other hand, if we raise (15) to the power of q and substitute γqi with
the first equation of (13), that is, γqi = 2aγi + b− 2av for i = 1, 2, we obtain
2aγ1(2av + b)
q − δq1 + δ1 = 2aγ2(2av + b)− δq2 + δ2. (16)
Summing the equations (15) and (16) we obtain γ1[(2av+ b)+2a(2av+ b)
q] =
γ2[(2av + b) + 2a(2av + b)
q], that is, γ1 = γ2 if (2av + b) + 2a(2av + b)
q 6= 0.
Note (2av + b) + 2a(2av + b)q = 2av + b + 4aq+1vq + 2abq = vq + 2av +
2abq + b = 2(2abq + b) 6= 0, where we use the last equation of (13), so it
must be γ1 = γ2. However, if γ1 = γ2 then δ1 = δ2 by the second equation of
(13), and this implies a contradiction. Therefore, for any two different points
(γ1, δ1), (γ2, δ2) ∈ H we have that c1 6= c2. To conclude, we show that we have
q2 different c’s. By the second equation we have c = δ + av2 − aγ2 − bγ. So,
for any γ (and there are q possible γ’s), there are q distinct δ’s (by the curve
equation).
Theorem 3.5. Let a, v ∈ Fq2 such that N(2a) = 1 and vq + 2av 6= 0. Then
the Hermitian curve H intersects the parabola y = a(x+ v)2 in q points.
Proof. We have to solve the system
 y = (ux+ uv)
2
xq+1 = yq + y
=⇒ xq+1 = (ux+ uv)2q + (u+ uv)2
By a change of variables z = ux + uv, we obtain ( z−uv
u
)q+1 = z2q + z2, so we
have
−(uv)zq − (uv)qz + (uv)q+1 = uq+1z2q + uq+1z2 − zq+1 = uq+1(zq − 2uq+1z)2.
Since N(2a) = 1 and a = u2, we have uq+1 = ±1
2
and so
1
2
(zq − z)2 = N(uv)− Tr(z(uv)q) (17)
−1
2
(zq + z)2 = N(uv)− Tr(z(uv)q) (18)
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We consider two cases:
✧ If uq+1 = 1
2
, we claim that if zq − z 6= 0, then (zq − z)2 is not a square
in Fq. In fact, suppose by contradiction that (z
q−z)2 = β2r, then zq−z =
βr ∈ Fq but also zq+z ∈ Fq, so −2z ∈ Fq ⇐⇒ z ∈ Fq and so zq−z = 0,
which is impossible.
✧ If uq+1 = −1
2
, we can note that (zq + z)2 is a square in Fq, because
zq + z ∈ Fq.
Let t = N(uv) − Tr(z(uv)q). So t ∈ Fq. Due to (17) we have 2t = (zq − z)2,
while (18) becomes −2t = (zq + z)2.
When uq+1 = 1
2
, we have q−1
2
values of t (that are all the non-squares) and
t = 0, whereas when uq+1 = −1
2
, we have q−1
2
values of t (that are all the
squares) and t = 0.
Now we consider separately the cases t = 0 and t 6= 0.
✧ We claim that if t = 0 and uq+1 = ±1
2
then z ∈ Fq. Whereas if t = 0 and
uq+1 = −1
2
then z ∈ Fq2\Fq. We show only the case uq+1 = 12 . With these
assumptions (17) becomes
−(uv)zq − (uv)qz + (uv)q+1 = 0 ⇐⇒ z = (uv)
q+1
(uv)q + uv
.
We can note that since vq+2av 6= 0, then (uv)q+uv 6= 0. In fact, suppose
that vq + 2av = 0, then (uv)q + uv = − 1
2u
2av + uv = 0.
We have to verify that zq = z. Indeed zq = (uv)
q+1
uv+(uv)q
= z.
Similar computations (here omitted) show the case uq+1 = −1
2
.
✧ We claim that if t 6= 0 and uq+1 = ±1
2
=⇒ z 6∈ Fq. With these assump-
tions, we show only the case uq+1 = 1
2
. We have (zq−z)2 = 2t = α2r, that
is, zq = z ± αr. Now we substitute zq in −(uv)zq − (uv)qz + (uv)q+1 = t
and we obtain −(uv)(±αr + z)− (uv)qz + (uv)q+1 = 1
2
α2r, that is,
z =
(uv)q+1 − 1
2
α2r ∓ uvαr
Tr(uv)
(19)
We can note that αqr = −αr, in fact 2t = α2r ∈ Fq, so (α2r)q = α2r, that
is, αrq = ±αr but αr 6∈ Fq (since 2t is not a square in Fq) so αqr = −αr.
We have thus proved
z =
(uv)q+1 − 1
2
α2r ∓ uvαr
Tr(uv)
and zq =
(uv)q+1 − 1
2
α2r ± (uv)qαr
Tr(uv)
Now we have to verify that the two z’s as in (19) are solutions of (17).
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We have zq − z = ±αr and N(uv)− Tr(z(uv)q) = t. So
±αr = zq − z ⇐⇒ ±Tr(uv)αr = ±(uv)qαr ± uvαr
and
(uv)q+1 − z(uv)q − zq(uv) = t
⇐⇒ (uv)q+1Tr(uv)− (uv)q((uv)q+1 − 12α2r ∓ uvαr)+
−uv((uv)q+1 − 12α2r ± uvαr) = Tr(uv)t
⇐⇒ (uv)q+1Tr(uv) + tTr(uv)− (uv)2q+1 − (uv)q+2 = Tr(uv)t
⇐⇒ (uv)q+1Tr(uv)− (uv)2q+1 − (uv)q+2 = 0.
So the z’s are solutions of (17).
Similar computations (omitted here) show the case uq+1 = −1
2
.
Therefore, we have two solutions for any t not a square in F∗q and we have only
one solution when t = 0. That is, we get a total of 2 · q−1
2
+1 = q intersections.
The same holds for the case with uq+1 = −1
2
.
Now we consider the second case.
2aγ − γq + b = 0.
We note that if 2aγ − γq + b = 0 then 2abq + b = 0, and so (5) is actually
y = ax2+ c¯, where c¯ = aγ2+ bγ− δ+ c ∈ Fq2. With abuse of notation, we will
write c¯ = c, that is, y = ax2 + c. Now we apply the automorphism (2) to the
parabola y = ax2 + c and we obtain (4).
We study two different cases: if
∗ ∆ 6= 0, the parabolas in (4) are all distinct.
The number of values of c such that Tr(c) 6= 0 are exactly q2 − q, but
we must be careful and not count twice the same parabola. In particu-
lar, if two parabolas share a and b, then they are in the same orbit if
Tr(c) = Tr(c′). So we must consider only one of these for any non-zero
Tr(c). Thus there are q − 1 values.
Summarizing:
- If ∆ = z2 and z ∈ Fq (and Tr(c) 6= 0), then the number of parabolas
with q + 1 intersections is
(q + 1)
q − 3
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
a
q3(q − 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
b,c
=
1
2
q3(q2 − 1)(q − 3).
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- If ∆ = z2 and zq + z = 0 (and Tr(c) 6= 0), then the number of
parabolas with q − 1 intersections is
(q + 1)
q − 1
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
a
q3(q − 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
b,c
=
1
2
q3(q + 1)(q − 1)2.
∗ ∆ = 0, that is, 4aq+1 = 1, we want to understand how many different
parabolas of the type y = ax2 + bx + c¯ (with a fixed) we can obtain. So
we have to study the number of pairs (b, c¯).
We note that
Tr(c¯) = aqb2 + Tr(c). (20)
In fact
Tr(c¯) = (aγ2 − δ)q + aγ2 − δ + Tr(c)
= (aγ2)q + aγ2 − γq+1 + Tr(c) = aqγ2(γq−1 − 2a)2 + Tr(c).
Let Tr(c) = k, with k ∈ F∗q. Let us consider two distinct cases:
- Tr(c) = Tr(c¯). By (20) we have that Tr(c) = Tr(c¯) ⇐⇒ b = 0.
So the number of pairs (0, c¯) are exactly q2 − q, because they corre-
spond to all c¯ ∈ Fq2 such that Tr(c¯) 6= 0.
- Tr(c) 6= Tr(c¯). Then Tr(c¯) = aqb2 + k.
Since b = 2aγ − γq, then, by considering all possible γ’s, we obtain
q − 1 distinct b’s.
In fact, we can consider the function f : Fq2 → Fq2 such that f(γ) =
2aγ − γq. By Lemma 2.6, for any t ∈ Im(f), the equation f(γ) = t
has q distinct solutions.
Since we are interested in the case b 6= 0, we have (q2−q)
q
= q − 1
different b’s. We can note that if b is a solution of the equation 2aγ−
γq = 0, then −b is also a solution.
Since we are interested in the pairs (b2, c¯), we note that we have to
consider the equation Tr(c¯) = aqb2+k, so the pairs (b2, c¯) are exactly
q−1
2
(q2−q). In fact there are q−1
2
distinct b2’s and for any pairs (b2, k)
we have exactly q distinct c¯ ’s. While the possible k’s are exactly q−1
(because Tr(c) 6= 0).
All possible pairs (b, c¯) are 2 q−1
2
(q2 − q) = (q − 1)(q2 − q).
We fix a and we obtain exactly (q − 1)(q2 − q) + q2 − q = q2(q − 1)
parabolas of the type y = ax2 + bx+ c¯.
In conclusion if ∆ = 0 and Tr(c) 6= 0, then we have q2(q + 1) q−1
2
parabolas with 2q or 0 intersections.
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The last type of parabolas cannot be easily counted and so we obtain their
number by difference.
Claim 3.6. The number of parabolas that have q intersections with the Her-
mitian curve H is q2(q + 1)(q2 − q + 1).
Proof. The number of total parabolas is q4(q2−1). By summing all parabolas
that we already counted we obtain
q2(q + 1)
(
2
q − 1
2
+ q
q − 1
2
(q − 1 + q − 3) + q
2
(q − 1 + q − 3)
)
=
= q2(q + 1)(q − 1 + q2(q − 2)).
So the number of parabolas that have q intersections with H is
q4(q2 − 1)− q2(q + 1)(q − 1 + q2(q − 2)) =
q2(q + 1)(q2(q − 1)− q + 1− q2(q − 2)) = q2(q + 1)(q2 − q + 1).
We have proved the following theorems, depending on the two conditions
Tr(c) = 0 or Tr(c) 6= 0.
Theorem 3.7. Let q be odd. A parabola y = ax2+ c with Tr(c) = 0 intersects
the Hermitian curve H in 2q − 1, q or 1 points.
Moreover, we have
(q + 1) q−1
2
q3 parabolas that intersect H in 2q − 1 points.
q2(q + 1)(q2 − q + 1) parabolas that intersect H in q points.
(q + 1) q−3
2
q3 parabolas that intersect H in one point.
Theorem 3.8. Let q be odd. A parabola y = ax2+ c with Tr(c) 6= 0 intersects
the Hermitian curve H in 2q, q + 1, q − 1 or 0 points.
Moreover, we have
q2(q + 1) q−1
2
parabolas that intersect H in 2q points.
q3(q + 1)(q − 1) q−3
2
parabolas that intersect H in q + 1 points.
q3(q + 1) (q−1)
2
2
parabolas that intersect H in q − 1 points.
q2(q + 1) q−1
2
parabolas that intersect H in 0 point.
Therefore, by Theorem 3.7 and Theorem 3.8, we obtain the first half of
Theorem 3.1.
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3.2 Even characteristics
In this subsection, q is always even.
We claim that it is enough to consider just two special cases: y = ax2 and
y = ax2+c. Before studying these two cases, we consider the following lemma.
Lemma 3.9. Let x = αjβi, with j = 0, . . . , q and i = 0, . . . , q − 2; then the
values Fa(α
jβi) that are not zero are all the elements of F∗q.
Proof. Fixing an index j, by Lemma 2.2 we have Fa(α
jβi) = β2iFa(α
j).
If Fa(α
j) = 0 we have finished, otherwise β2iFa(α
j) are all elements of F∗q ,
because also β2 is a primitive element of Fq.
We divide the study into two parts.
∗ Case y = ax2. We intersect H with y = ax2 and we obtain
x2(aqx2q−2 − xq−1 + a) = 0. (21)
We set xq−1 = t and we have to solve the equation aqt2 − t + a = 0.
Setting z = taq we obtain
z2 + z + aq+1 = 0.
It is known that this equation has solutions in a field of characteristic
even if and only if Tr
F
q2
F2
(aq+1) = 0 (by special case of Artin - Schreier
Theorem, see Theorem 6.4 of [Lan02]). To show that this latter condition
holds, observe first that when δ ∈ Fq and q is even, we have TrFq2Fq (δ) = 0.
Second, observe that Tr
F
q2
F2
(·) = TrFq
F2
(Tr
F
q2
Fq
(·)). Then we can write
Tr
F
q2
F2
(aq+1) = Tr
Fq
F2
(Tr
F
q2
Fq
(aq+1)) = Tr
Fq
F2
(0) = 0.
We also have N(t) = 1, in fact tq+1 = (xq−1)q+1 = 1. Then we have
zq+1 = N(z) = N(aq) = aq
2+q = aq+1 = N(a)
and so the equation becomes z2 + z + zq+1 = 0. Since t 6= 0, z 6= 0, then
we must have zq + z = 1. We can note that, since aq+1 ∈ Fq, then it is
possible to compute its trace from Fq to F2, and we obtain
Tr
Fq
F2
(aq+1) = Tr
Fq
F2
(zq+1) = Tr
Fq
F2
(z2+z) = z+z2+z2+z4+. . .+zq/2+zq = z+zq.
If it is equal to 0, we have a contradiction, then there is not any solution
x ∈ Fq2 . On the other hand if it is equal to 1, then we have solutions.
When the solutions exist, since zq+1 = aq+1, a solution z is aαj(q−1),
for some j, and the other is z + 1, which we can write as aαj
′(q−1). From
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each of these we have the corresponding t = (α
j
a
)q−1 and so the x’s are
αj+i(q+1)
a
= α
jβi
a
and α
j′+i(q+1)
a
= α
j′βi
a
, with i = 0, . . . , q − 2.
By denoting A = aq+1, we summarize the two distinct cases:
- If Tr
Fq
F2
(A) = 0, then equation (21) has only one solution. On the
other hand, Tr
Fq
F2
(A) = 0 is satisfied by q/2 values for A, one of which
is a = 0, which is impossible. So only q
2
−1 values are actually possible
for A, each of them having q+ 1 solutions to the equation aq+1 = A.
Therefore, the total number of values for a is ( q
2
− 1)(q + 1).
- If Tr
Fq
F2
(A) = 1, then equation (21) has 2q−1 solutions. This happens
for q
2
values of A, so the possible values of a are q
2
(q + 1).
As in the odd case, we apply the automorphism (2) to the parabolas of
type y = ax2 and we have that distinct automorphisms generate distinct
parabolas. We omit the easy adaption of our earlier proof.
We have proved the following theorem:
Theorem 3.10. The Hermitian curve H and the parabola y = ax2 in-
tersect in either one point or 2q − 1 points.
Moreover, from the application of (2) to these parabolas, we obtain:
q3( q
2
− 1)(q + 1) parabolas with one point of intersection with H.
q3 q
2
(q + 1) parabolas with 2q − 1 points of intersection with H.
* Case y = ax2+c with Tr(c) 6= 0. We consider the equation (1). We divide
the problem into two parts:
- If Tr
Fq
F2
(aq+1) = 0, we know that Fa(x) is equal to zero only for
x = 0. If x 6= 0, then by Lemma 3.9 if we fix j we have that
Fa(x) = Fa(α
jβi) = β2iFa(α
j) are all the elements of F∗q. But j
can assume q + 1 distinct values, so any value of F∗q can be obtained
q+1 times. So, the equation Fa(x) = Tr(c) has exactly q+1 solutions.
- If Tr
Fq
F2
(aq+1) = 1, Fa(x) = 0 has 2q − 1 solutions. So, if we fix an
index j, the values of Fa(α
jβi) = β2iFa(α
j) are all equal to zero or
are all the elements of F∗q . There are exactly two distinct values of
j that give zero, so any non-zero value of Fq can be obtained q − 1
times. So, the equation Fa(x) = Tr(c) has exactly q − 1 solutions.
We apply the automorphism (2) to the parabola y = ax2 + c and we ob-
tain (4). These are all distinct and different from those of Theorem 3.10,
because the planar intersection of H and the previous parabolas are dif-
ferent. The number of values of c such that Tr(c) 6= 0 is exactly q2 − q,
but we must be careful and not count twice the same parabola. In par-
ticular, if two parabolas share a and b, then they are in the same orbit
if Tr(c) = Tr(c¯). So we must consider only one of these for any non-zero
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value of Tr(c). These are q − 1 of these values.
Summarizing, we have proved the following theorem:
Theorem 3.11. The Hermitian curve H and the parabola y = ax2 + c
with Tr(c) 6= 0 intersect in either q + 1 or q − 1 points.
Moreover, from the application of (2) to these parabolas, we obtain:
q3( q
2
− 1)(q+1)(q− 1) parabolas (with TrFq
F2
(aq+1) = 0) with q+1 points
of intersection with H.
q3 q
2
(q + 1)(q − 1) parabolas (with TrFq
F2
(aq+1) = 1) with q − 1 points of
intersection with H.
By summing all parabolas that we have found in Theorem 3.10 and The-
orem 3.11, we obtain
q3(q + 1)
( q
2 − 1 + q2 + (q − 1)( q2 − 1 + q2)
)
=
= q3(q + 1)(q − 1)(1 + q − 1) = q4(q2 − 1).
Since this is exactly the total number of the parabolas, this means that we
considered all parabolas, and so we obtain the second half of Theorem 3.1.
4 Applications to coding theory
The results present in this paper do allow the explicit determination of at
least one weight for some Hermitian codes.
We consider a Hermitian code as a special case of affine-variety code.
Let I = 〈yq+ y−xq+1, xq2−x, yq2− y〉 ⊂ Fq2 [x, y] and let R = Fq2 [x, y]/I.
Let V(I) = {P1, . . . , Pn}, where n = q3. We consider the evaluation map
defined as follows:
φ : R −→ (Fq2)n
f 7−→ (f(P1), . . . , f(Pn)).
We take L ⊆ R generated by
Bm,q = {xrys + I | qr + (q + 1)s ≤ m, 0 ≤ s ≤ q − 1, 0 ≤ r ≤ q2 − 1},
where m is an integer such that 0 ≤ m ≤ q3 + q2 − q − 2. For simplicity,
we also write xrys for xrys + I. We have the following affine-variety codes:
C(I, L) = Span
F
q2
〈φ(Bm,q)〉 and we denote by C(m, q) = (C(I, L))⊥ its dual.
Then the affine-variety code C(m, q) is called the Hermitian code with parity-
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check matrix H .
H =


f1(P1) . . . f1(Pn)
...
. . .
...
fk(P1) . . . fk(Pn)

 where Bm,q = {f1, . . . , fk}.
The Hermitian codes can be divided in four phases ([HvLP98]), any of them
having specific explicit formulas linking their dimension and their distance
([Mar13]), as in Table 1.
Phase m Distance d Dimension
1
0 ≤ m ≤ q2 − 2
m = aq + b
0 ≤ b ≤ a ≤ q − 1
b 6= q − 1
a+ 1 a > b
a+ 2 a = b
⇐⇒ d ≤ q q3 − a(a+1)
2
− (b+ 1)
2
q2 − 1 ≤ m ≤ 2q2 − 2q − 3
m = 2q2 − q − aq − b− 3
1 ≤ a ≤ q − 2
0 ≤ b ≤ q − 2
(q − a)q − b− 1 a ≤ b
(q − a)q a > b
n− q(3q+1)
2
+ aq + b+ 2
3 2q2 − 2q − 2 ≤ m ≤ n− 2 m− q2 + q + 2 n−m+ q(q−1)
2
− 1
4
n− 1 ≤ m ≤ n+ q2 − q − 2
m = n+ q2 − q − 2− aq − b
0 ≤ b ≤ a ≤ q − 2,
n− aq − b a(a+1)
2
+ b+ 1
Table 1
The four phases of Hermitian codes
In the remainder of this section we focus on the first phase. This phase
can be characterized by the condition d ≤ q. First-phase Hermitian codes can
be either edge codes or corner codes, as explained below.
Definition 4.1. Let 2 ≤ d ≤ q and let 1 ≤ j ≤ d− 1.
Let Ld0 = {1, x, . . . , xd−2}, Ld1 = {y, xy, . . . , xd−3y}, . . . , Ldd−2 = {yd−2}.
Let ld1 = x
d−1, . . . , ldj = x
d−jyj−1.
✧ If Bm,q = Ld0 ⊔ · · · ⊔ Ldd−2, then we say that C(m, q) is a corner code
and we denote it by H 0d .
✧ If Bm,q = Ld0 ⊔ · · · ⊔ Ldd−2 ⊔ {ld1, . . . , ldj}, then we say that C(m, q) is an
edge code and we denote it by H jd .
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From the formulas in Table 1 we have the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2. Let 2 ≤ d ≤ q, 1 ≤ j ≤ d− 1. Then
d(H 0d ) = d(H
j
d ) = d, dimFq2 (H
0
d ) = n−
d(d− 1)
2
, dimF
q2
(H jd ) = n−
d(d− 1)
2
−j
In other words, all φ(xrys) are linearly independent (i.e. H has maximal rank)
and for any distance d there are exactly d Hermitian codes (one corner code
and d− 1 edge codes).
A result present in [MPS12] related to intersection between parabola and
H is in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.3. The number of words of weight 4 of a corner code H 03 is:
A4 =
1
4
((
q3
3
)
(q + 1)− q2
(
q + 1
3
)
(3q3 + 2q2 − 8)
)
(q − 1)(q3 − 3).
The number of words of weight 4 of an edge code H 13 is:
A4 = q
2
(
q
4
)
(q4 − 4q2 + 3) + q
4(q2 − 1)2(q − 1)2
8
+ (q2 − 1)
2q∑
k=4
Nk
(
k
4
)
.
Where Nk is the number of parabolas and non-vertical lines that intersect H
in exactly k points.
The number of words of weight 4 of an edge code H 23 is:
A4 = q
2(q − 1)
(
q + 1
4
)
(2q3 − 3q2 − 4q + 9).
Proof. See Theorem 4.13 of [MPS12].
Since the intersections between H and the lines are easy to compute, to
determine Nk in previous theorem it is enough to apply Theorem 3.1.
5 Conclusions and open problems
Apparently, there are two natural generalizations of our work:
• The first is to investigate the planar intersection of H with other conics.
Unfortunately, this is not so easy as it seems. The case with parabolas is
manageable because they intersect the curve in a tangency double point
at infinity. In the general conics case, we will not have this help from the
geometry and we will not be able to replicate many explicit computations
we have done in our lemmas. Therefore, if someone wants to investigate
the general case, he will need some extra (non-trivial) ideas.
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• The second is to investigate the planar intersections of parabolas and
other curves. The natural candidates are the norm-trace curves [Gei03],
which share many properties with the Hermitian curve.
In both cases, the investigation is not only interesting in itself, but it is likely
to shed light on the weight distribution of some affine-variety codes.
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